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The Elephant in the Room: Why This is Free 
Let’s get this out of the way. For decades, consultants have sold dubious and often expensive “fill in the 
blank” template kits to companies seeking fast and easy ISO 9001 implementation. For decades we’ve 
told you they don’t work, and they aren’t worth the money spent on them. Such template kits often fail 
audits because they aren’t customized to your organization, and are pointless restatements of the ISO 
9001 standard. 

So why did Oxebridge get into this game? And why are we offering our template kit for free? 

Frankly, to stop the bad guys.  

Too many fly-by-night consultants sell worthless template kits and effectively steal people’s money. With 
the Oxebridge kits, you get a product that is, in all likelihood, far superior to anything the other consultants 
are selling, but it’s also completely free. This way you get to try on the template kit approach and see if it 
works for you, with an investment of exactly zero. This will have the dual effect of allowing those 
companies who are dead set on using templates to try it out, while stopping consultants who sell such kits 
from making further inroads into the market.  

If you really have to use a template kit, at least use ours and save yourself a few thousand dollars. Who 
knows? It might actually work. That’s the Oxebridge 100% Guarantee of Ambivalence. 

Why is the Oxebridge kit better? 
Hey, did we mention it’s free? 

Secondly, regardless of the fact that it is a “cut-and-paste” template kit, it nevertheless includes important 
prompts to add unique, thoughtful details about your organization. And it’s not a regurgitation of the 
standard, except where auditors have come to expect it. Face it, CB auditors are like little baby birds; they 
love regurgitation. 

It also includes our amazing MS Excel® based CAR system, which itself is worth at least one billion dollars, 
but is now completely free. 

You’re Selling Support, Right? 
We can, but you won’t need it. So far after over 150,000 downloads, no one has really paid for even one 
minute of support. First, we stuffed this Instruction Guide full of so much information, you’re unlikely to 
get too tangled up. Next, we are offering free support at the O-Forum, just by clicking this link.  

If you’re a technerd like us, and want near-immediate, free support, just join our ISO 9001 Slack Channel. 
Slack is an instant message app that works on your cell phone or laptop, and communicates with 
Oxebridge in real-time. Join by clicking here; the Slack app is free. 

If you’re really stuck, and the free support just doesn’t cut it, we can step in and help. Click here to request 
a quote for paid support. But again, try to exhaust all your free options first. I bet you will be fine. 
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Special Note to Other Consultants 
This kit is offered free of charge to companies for their use. It is licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/4.0/ . 

It is not intended for resale or repackaging by any other company. Consultants who are discovered using 
this free material to produce their own kits, whether for free or for sale, will be subject to brutal 
international lawsuits that will make the Biblical plagues seem cozy.  I mean it, you will be sued. I really 
am absolutely exhausted at how competing consultants, without a shred of professional decency, are 
willing to steal the work of others and then charge money for it, all of which is illegal.  

Multiple Versions of the Quality Manual  
In previous editions of this kit, we included a “Management System Manual” that eschewed blind 
adherence to ISO 9001 clause numbers. We did this because (a) ISO 9001 clause 0.1 specifically says you 
don’t have to, and (b) it’s always a complicated, expensive nightmare to update your manuals later if ISO 
re-shuffles paragraphs.  

Still, many of you wrote in and said you still wanted a by-the-numbers ISO 9001 beatdown of clauses in 
your Quality Manual. Some others insisted that you could have an insanely small “5-page” Quality Manual 
and get away with it. I personally think both approaches are crazy, but hey, what you do is yours. 

As a result, the kit now includes three possible variants for a Quality Manual: 

 Management System Manual: this version avoids alignment with the ISO 9001 standard, but 
provides a cross-reference table to help auditors or others know where exactly to find each ISO 
9001 requirement. The language here only borrows from ISO 9001 when it makes sense to do so, 
and doesn’t where doing so might bog down the reader unnecessarily. At times bulleted lists are 
borrowed from ISO 9001, and other times they are not. The entire text is aimed at making it more 
user-focused, and less slavish to the ISO 9001 standard. This is our preferred approach. 
 

 Quality Manual – Numbered By Clauses: obviously, this version presents a detailed Quality 
Manual that follows the numbering scheme of ISO 9001:2015. You will notice in some places we 
chose to avoid numbering down to the sub-sub-clause level, but in other cases we did; this is 
because in some cases, the ISO 9001 standard gets more confusing when you follow the clauses 
to that level of detail.  So, for example, you will see Design and Development presented only as 
“8.3” and not divided into its discrete sub-clauses, because to do so would add pages for no good 
reason. 
 

 Quality Manual – Mini Manual Version: this variant provides a tiny 5-page manual that could be 
printed on a grain of rice, if you wanted. Some people love this approach, so more power to them. 
It only includes an overview of COTO, the process approach, scope of the QMS, and then a list of 
subordinate procedures. Given that ISO 9001:2015 no longer requires a Quality Manual at all, 
even five pages is technically overkill. Just beware: your customers may still expect a detailed 
Quality Manual, so use this with caution. 
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Minimum Requirements – MS Office Version 
 You need a computer. If you’re reading this, you’ve probably already got that covered. 
 You will need to use Advanced Find and Replace (AFR) from Abacre Software, available as a free 

evaluation software download from this link.   
 You need MS Office®. The files provided in this kit are MS Office® 2013 compatible, utilizing MS Word 

and MS Excel. Earlier versions of Office should work fine, though. None of the documents utilize 
VBscript, macros or plugins, and are “clean” of any background code. 

 You intend to adhere to the Creative Commons license agreement and utilize these documents only 
for your own company’s use, and will not attempt to republish or sell the documents. 

 You promise to thank us by posting on The O-Forum or Elsmar.com.  

One more thing: the documents are formatted to US standards (US English, Letter size paper, etc.) If you 
want to use a different paper size (A4, for example), you will have to adjust things manually. I presume 
that means putting your printer in a rolling mill or something, to make the pages bigger.  

Minimum Requirements – Google Docs Version 
 Mostly the same as above, especially the requirement to adhere to the Creative Commons License. 

That still applies here. 
 Instead of AFR, you will use a Google Docs Add-In called “Bulk Docs Find & Replace” BDFR, available 

from the GSuite Marketplace. You will need to buy the Premium license for $20 – sorry. The money 
goes directly to the developer, not me. The developer specifically created this add-in for the 
Oxebridge kit, so it’s a good idea to support him. 

 You will need a Google Drive account, along with Google Docs, Google Sheets and Google Slides. 
 See the special instructions for converting the documents using Google Docs in Appendix F.   

Updates 
This kit is a work in progress. As we add new features, procedures, forms, etc. the download page will be 
updated with new releases of the kit.  We recommend you subscribe to the Oxebridge Report newsletter 
to be informed of updates to the kit, or monitor the download page regularly. 

Instructions 

Download and save the OxebridgeTemplateKit.ZIP file to your hard drive, preferably somewhere you can 
find it later. Unzip the files, being sure to maintain the directory structure.  Keep the ZIP file safe, in case 
something goes wrong and you need to restore the original files later. 

The documents include a top-level Manual, a series of supporting procedures, and some related forms. 
You are going to fully customize these first by using automated search-and-replace software, then by 
manually layering in your specific details. 
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Customizing Your Replacement Matrix 

Whether using MS Office or Google Docs, you will need to customize a spreadsheet called the 
“Replacement Matrix,” which is found in the template kit. In this document, you will enter basic details 
about your company into Column B. The form provides some suggested text for most entries; you may 
customize these however you like.  

When you first open the CSV file, it will look like garbage: 

 

Adjust the column widths so you can see everything clearly, like this: 

 

Now fill in your company’s data in Column B only. (Column C includes some suggestions to help.) You 
are only completing Column B! 
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Obviously, if you are using MS Office, you will edit this in Excel. You must save this as a CSV file, not an 
XLS or XLSX file. 

For Google Docs, you will have to use Google Sheets. You must save this as a Google Sheets file, not an 
XLS or XLSX file. 

Now you must run special software which will read the values in column A of your Replacement Matrix 
file and replace the references to them in your documents with the values you entered in Column B, thus 
customizing much of your documentation. 

For MS Office users, you will use Abacre Advanced Find and Replace (AFR) to process your template kit 
documents. is a powerful software package that replaces the template text with your customized 
information from the Replacement Matrix. To use this free software, see Appendix E. We also feel that if 
you like AFR, and have other search-and-replace tasks, you should definitely purchase a full license. 

For Google Docs users, you will use the Google Docs add-in called Bulk Docs Find & Replace (BDFR), which 
costs $20 for a Premium license through the GSuite Marketplace. You must buy this if you intend on 
running the add-in on more than one document (which you are, obviously). The developer made this add-
in especially for Oxebridge users, so we support this license. We receive no money from the developer, 
and all funds go to him. To use this software, see Appendix F. 

Once AFR/BDFR has finished, you may proceed. 

Customize, Customize, Customize 

Now you are left with a set of documents that properly reference your company, but they still won’t be 
sufficient enough to pass audits, or even a casual glance by your customers. You need to do some 
customization. This is where real consultants earn their money, since they provide fully customized 
documents, so you should expect to spend a little effort on this. 

Remember, if you get stuck, you can get some free support on the O-Forum, or contact Oxebridge for paid 
support; but you should keep pushing ahead on your own, since you may get un-stuck later. 

First, you will notice that the file set we provided includes procedure names which are not updated with 
your customized procedure titles. That’s because the search-and-replace software didn’t update the file 
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names, just the text within the files. So we first recommend you manually update each file name with the 
actual titles you assigned in the Replacement Matrix during Step One. 

Next, you will find that each document includes yellow-highlighted areas; these are the bits you need to 
customize. Often it is just entering the title of a responsible person, but in other cases you may have to 
enter entire paragraphs explaining how you conduct certain processes. We recommend you begin with 
the Management System Manual (or whatever you called it) and the proceed to the procedures after that. 
Be sure to remove any yellow highlighted bits before you save the documents. 

Key areas in the documents require manual entry of highly-specific information, tailored to your 
organization. Guidance on what must be included here is provided, but this is where it gets difficult. In the 
best systems, a consultant will sit with you – for hours or even days – to learn about your company, in 
order to write truly accurate and customized information. If you are pursuing a do-it-yourself approach, 
you will have to fill in this information the best you can.  

NOTE: You will find that on some of the MS Word® format forms we have provided, the option to use fill-
in fields is used. This requires you to toggle protection on (it’s off by default) which will allow users only 
to fill in the fields, without tampering with the form itself. To toggle form fill-in, go to REVIEW > RESTRICT 
EDITING and click “Start Enforcement.” To undo that option, simply toggle the feature off again. These 
won’t work in Google Docs document. 

For some of the MS Excel ® files, these may have tabs that are protected, as well. In all cases, Oxebridge 
has not locked them with any passwords. Simply toggle off the protection by selecting REVIEW > 
UNPROTECT SHEET. You can likewise toggle the protection back on. We recommend against tampering 
with formulas in the sheets, or you void your warranty. Or something like that. This won’t work in Google 
Sheets document. 

The hardest parts you can expect to encounter involve the areas of risk management (we can’t tell you 
what your risks are), context of the organization (we can’t tell you that either) or the identification of your 
processes (ditto.) These are things that can only be done with an on-site consultant. IBut – again – we 
recommend you push ahead and keep trying yourself. To help, we’ve included some guidance in the 
following Appendices: 

 Appendix A: Checklist 
 Appendix B: Identifying Your Processes 
 Appendix C: Customizing the Oxebridge CAR System 
 Appendix D: The COTO Exercise and Risk-Based Thinking 
 Appendix E: Using Abacre Advanced Find and Replace (AFR) 
 Appendix G: Populating Your Internal Audit Checklists 

Once the procedures are done, you will move onto the Process Definition documents (or whatever you 
named them.) These will include more detailed information on the processes you identified in your 
Manual. You can use process maps, turtle diagrams, text, or whatever you like; there’s no wrong way to 
do it. But no template kit can do this for you – unless they really suck, and provide you some form of 
carbon copy processes --  so you have to do this on your own.  
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Finally, you will move onto the forms. We have only provided a handful of forms, and you may have to 
create more to fully realize ISO 9001 benefits, but the ones provided should get you started. Of these, the 
CAR Log and Internal Audit Log are probably the most complicated, but we’ve tried to simplify these as 
much as possible.  

Implement! 
The third step is where you implement the procedures and requirements in the documentation. This 
involves training employees on the documentation and their processes, as well as conducting internal 
audits, filing CARs, fixing problems, gather objectives data, and conducting at least one Management 
Review. After that you can call in your registrar and begin the process of pursuing third party ISO 9001 
certification. After that, you can hang yourself, when the CB auditor tells you that nothing you did looks 
like what he saw when he worked at Honeywell 50 years ago. 

Oxebridge Approach 
The documents include a few approaches to implementation based on Oxebridge’s experiences or, 
ahem… “editorial” positions. These may contradict the opinions of Certification Bodies or other parties, 
but we are confident they are compliant with ISO 9001, so the registrars should just shut up already. In 
such cases, there may be explanatory Notes included in the documentation to help you shut them up. 

You may delete and alter these approaches to fit your company’s approach, of course. 

Some of these unique approaches include: 

 Oxebridge does not utilize document numbers, which are dumb. Documents are identified by 
their titles, which is easier on the user. 

 The Oxebridge documentation does not adopt the numbering scheme of ISO 9001:2015. In some 
cases, the document appears to follow the old ISO 9001:2008 numbering, but this is purely 
accidental. It uses its own numbering scheme, and a cross reference is included to help auditors 
or others who still want to know where each ISO 9001 clause is addressed.  

 Oxebridge rejects ISO 9001:2015’s use of the term “documented information” and relies instead 
on the traditional terms “documents” and “records.” We believe the 2015 standard’s terminology 
is needlessly confusing, since documents and records are subject to different types of controls.  

 Oxebridge also abandons ISO 9001:2015’s definition of “risk” and the controversial opinion that 
risk can be positive, something even ISO can’t agree on. Instead, Oxebridge suggests that the 
terms “risk” and “opportunity” be treated as two opposite poles of the neutral concept of 
“uncertainty.” The risk management procedures herein reflect that. 

 Oxebridge combines ISO 9001’s requirements for quality objectives with the need to monitor and 
measure processes, by requiring that each identified top-level process have at least one 
measurable objective. See more about this in Appendix B: Identifying Your Processes. 

 Oxebridge defaults to a position that leaves finance, accounting, legal, insurance, employee 
benefits, labor relations and disciplinary actions outside of the scope of the management system. 
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You may elect to bring these into your management system, but the Oxebridge documents do not 
address these activities.  

 Oxebridge limits the “human factors” addressed in infrastructure control to those impacting on 
product or service quality; the documentation provides a caveat that “social and psychological” 
factors are not managed through the management system, but by other means.  

 The documents do not include a footer indicator that “printed copies of this document are 
uncontrolled” because while this is a common approach, it is not universal. If this is the rule in 
your organization, you will need to add that disclaimer in the footer of the documents. 

 This kit can be used by companies providing products, services, or both. As a result, there are two 
procedures for nonconformity control: one for nonconforming product, and another for 
nonconforming service. You would use only the ones that apply to your company. 

Admitted Weaknesses 
Using templates is not an ideal choice, as we’ve said over and over. Even the Oxebridge template set has 
weaknesses, and here are some: 

 Processes: The approach herein relies on an identification of your processes; this is one of the 
most difficult areas for companies to do, since this step requires a mature understanding of what 
ISO 9001 requires after you identify them. Some documents benefit from specific language which 
reference each process, but since we cannot know your processes ahead of time, the kit 
documents don’t include this.  

 Risk: risk management activities are also highly customized (or should be). Bad consultants 
recommend FMEA for everything, but that approach only works for a very limited set of 
applications. The included risk management approach is very generic, as a result, and would 
require significant customization once the appropriate risk methods are determined. 
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APPENDIX A: TASK CHECKLIST 
 
1. Step One: Cut and Paste 

 Download the Oxebridge ZIP file and unzip the contents. 
 Fill in Replacement Matrix with your desired information. 
 Install Abacre Advanced Find and Replace (AFR) (MS Office) or Bulk Docs Find & Replace 

(BDFR) for Google Docs. 
 Run AFR per Appendix E, or BDFR per Appendix F, to perform cut and paste operation. 
 Post nice things about Oxebridge on our forum while you wait. 

2. Step Two: Customize: 
 Update file names to match the titles of procedures you assigned in Step One. 
 Work through the top-level manual first, entering in custom data as prompted by the 

yellow highlighted text. 
 Remove all yellow highlighted text before saving. 
 Repeat with the procedures, entering in custom data as prompted by the yellow 

highlighted text. 
 Remove all yellow highlighted text before saving each procedure. 
 Create one Process Definition document for each of the processes you identified in your 

manual. For more on processes, see Appendix B. 
 Move on to customizing the attached forms, as indicated. 
 For the Internal Audit log, enter your top-level processes, as indicated in your Manual. 
 For the CAR log, use the special instructions in Appendix C. 
 To create separate process-based checklists with ISO 9001 questions in “Human English,” 

see Appendix G. 
3. Step Three: Implement 

 Conduct employee training on ISO 9001 and the QMS documentation. 
 Conduct a full round of internal audits. 
 Enter CARs for audit findings, as well as any other problems in the company. 
 Gather quality objective data for each process. 
 Hold one management review meeting, per the procedure. 
 Keep working on any open CARs to close remaining problems. 
 Call your registrar, and start pursuing third party certification. 
 Buy stock in Ibuprofen. Profit. 
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APPENDIX B: IDENTIFYING YOUR PROCESSES 
The ISO 9001 “process approach” asks that you consider your company as a set of interrelated processes. This 
often forces you to ignore, or even contradict, the typical structure of a company as a set of departments. As a 
result, it’s counterintuitive. This section can offer some guidance. 

First, think about what the company provides, and how that provision progresses from the intake of an order, to 
design activities, through manufacturing or service provision, until delivery and any post-delivery activities. The 
specific things you do, and their sequence, will be very different than other companies, so no template can tell 
you this. 

Then, place these activities into logical “buckets” which we will call “processes” – but in a more formal sense than 
in the way we usually use the term. Under ISO 9001, any activity you label a “process” must me managed in a 
certain way: 

 It must be identified 
 Its interaction with other processes must be defined (usually mapped) 
 You must provide adequate resources for the process 
 You must manage the process through the definition of measurable process controls 
 You must then measure and monitor the process, using those controls 
 You should (but not must) audit by processes 

So you want to be careful with what you label as a “process.” For most companies, “answering phones” is not a 
process, because you would not want to assign KPIs to measure it; but if you operate a call center, you would! So 
the decision to label an activity a process is a delicate one. 

Typically, companies will have some processes addressing the following activities: 

 Design of products or services (engineering) 
 Business development (sales, lead generation, intake of customer requirements, contract review) 
 Purchasing 
 Receiving (if not included in Purchasing) 
 Production (manufacturing, fabrication – usually includes QC or QA within in it) 
 Service provision (if your company is not a manufacturer) 
 Delivery (shipping) 
 Training or hiring (HR related activities) 
 QMS management itself (document control, record control, audits, corrective actions, improvements, 

etc.) 
 Internal auditing (sometimes treated as a process by itself.) 

Complicated production companies may divide their manufacturing operations into a number of separate 
processes, rather than lump them together under “production.” This is entirely up to you, and it’s based on what 
you want to measure.  

Once you’ve come up with the list of processes, you will have to do the following: 

1. Enter the list of processes in the Management System Manual 
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2. Create a flow chart that shows their sequence and interaction; this is very high level, and only a typical 
flow. Put this in the Appendix of the Management System Manual. (You will find a sample overall process 
flow map in the EXAMPLES directory of the template kit.) 

3. Next, create one Process Definition for each of the processes you’ve identified. These will include more 
detail on how each process is carried out, who’s responsible for it, a process map, etc. We’ve included a 
sample in the EXAMPLES directory of the template kit. (It contains nonsense information, but roughly 
shows what one might look like when finished.) 

4. Make a table that shows which ISO 9001 clauses apply to which process. For example, if you have a 
“Purchasing” process, ISO 9001:2015 clause 8.4 would apply. The table should ensure that each process 
has some ISO 9001 clauses assigned to it, and that when done, all the ISO 9001 clauses have been applied 
to at least one process. (You will find a sample table in the EXAMPLES directory of the template kit.) Put 
this table in the procedure for Internal Auditing; later, when you conduct audits by process, this will help 
you focus on the ISO 9001 clauses that apply to that process. 

5. You will have to create an Internal Audit Checklist for each of the processes. See Appendix G.  

6. You will then have to enter your list of processes in the Internal Audit Log, where indicated. 

7. Next, you will customize the CAR Log and CAR Form with the list of processes. See Appendix C on 
customizing the CAR system. 

8. On the Employee Training Matrix (if you elect to use it), you may want to organize required training tasks 
by process, too. 

9. Finally, in the Management Review Template, you will want to populate the objectives table with the 
processes. For each process you must assign at least one objective/metric pair. Under the Oxebridge 
approach, the “objective” is a prose statement of the intent of the process, and it is then supported by a 
measurable metric, or KPI. For example: 

 Objective: ”The objective of the manufacturing process shall be to manufacture product that 
meets all requirements.” 

 Metric: First pass yield 

Processes may have multiple objectives and multiple metrics, but each process must have at least one 
objective/metric pairing. This ensures that each process is measurable in some way. 

Later, you will have the appropriate process owners begin to gather the data associated with the 
objective/metric pairs, and report that to top management during Management Review. At that time, top 
management will establish measurable goals for each process, based on the metrics; where a process 
doesn’t meet its goal, top management will either revise the goal or file a CAR. 
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APPENDIX C: CUSTOMIZING THE OXEBRIDGE CAR SYSTEM 
The Oxebridge approach to managing corrective and preventive action has been well received all over the world, 
and we figure it’s best not to tinker with it. For one thing, this system still promotes a proactive preventive action 
approach, as opposed to ISO 9001:2015’s less aggressive “risk-based thinking” approach which may cause some 
companies to drop preventive action entirely. 
 

NOTE: We call it a “CAR” system only for shorthand. Despite the name, it includes both corrective and 
preventive action requests, but “CAR” just rolls off the tongue easier than “CPAR” (“see-par.”) It’s purely 
aesthetic, and you can call it whatever you like. 

 
Customizing and using the Oxebridge CAR system is easy. Setting it up requires modifying two MS Excel ® forms: 
the CAR Form and the CAR Log.  
 

NOTE: Because this is Excel, the two forms do not communicate with each other as they were if this were 
a full database. This is a limitation of the system, and also why we can offer it for free. Users with high-
traffic CAR systems (numbering in the thousands) will probably want to invest in a third-party CAR 
database program instead, or use MS Access or Filemaker to build a custom database.  

 
Let’s start with the CAR Form. First, rename the form to whatever you selected as the CAR abbreviation when you 
filled in the Replacement Matrix (CAPA, CPAR, CAR, etc.) Manually change the revision level to what you want (it’s 
currently coded as “Rev. 0”.) Next enter the names of the processes you have identified earlier (see Appendix B) 
in the tab labeled PROCESS LIST. This list allows for adding a limited number processes; if you have more, you will 
have to modify the form yourself, or reach out for support from Oxebridge. This will automatically populate the 
CAR form tab. That’s it! 
 
Now we have to customize the CAR Log. Start by selecting the CUSTOMIZATION tab, and entering your preferred 
CAR abbreviation again. Then, enter in the list of processes; this will populate the log automatically. Again, the 
form can only handle a limited number of processes. Finally, update the revision level in the top cell of the CAR 
Log tab. 

To use the system, corrective and preventive actions are requested using the CAR Form. An employee fills out the 
top portion of the CAR Form either electronically or by hand, and then submits it to the CAR Administrator. The 
Administrator will maintain the CAR Log.  

Entering data in the CAR log is easier than it looks; simply work left to right. When you enter a new CAR number, 
the cells will turn yellow, indicating that data is needed. As you fill them in, they turn green; this allows you to 
quickly spot when data is missing. When a cell turns black, that means it isn’t needed at all.  

The CAR Log is populated by entering the exact same data that has been checked on the CAR Form – type, source, 
etc. The CAR Administrator will then assign the CAR to someone for investigate and resolve, by indicating the 
person and the desired due date on both the CAR Form and the CAR Log. The Administrator can then send the 
CAR Form to the “Assignee” and wait. When CARs are overdue, the “OVERDUE?” cell in the CAR Log will turn red. 
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The Assignee will do a root cause analysis and manage the appropriate action plan. When it’s complete, the 
Assignee will return the updated CAR Form to the Administrator, who resumes logging it in the CAR Log. The CAR 
Administrator will either conduct a verification of the CAR action, or assign it to someone else, and then indicate 
the results. If a CAR fails verification, it can be reassigned or a new CAR issued. Once a CAR has completely passed 
through all the steps, it can be marked as CLOSED in the final column on the right. We have made this a manual 
toggle in order to ensure someone makes a conscious decision to close the CAR. 

Now comes the fun part: reporting the data. On the REPORT tab you will see a series of charts and tables. First, 
set a “Date Filter” in the yellow highlighted cell. This will allow you to compare two sets of CAR data: all the CARs 
to date (from the time the system launched until infinity) and only a set based on a previous number of months. 
This is helpful once your CAR system is more mature, and you only want to look at the previous year’s snapshot, 
and not all of the data since the beginning of time. The tables will populate the data automatically, showing both 
snapshots. 

You can then cut and paste these table into Management Review minutes in order to report the trends to top 
management. 
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APPENDIX D: THE COTO EXERCISE AND RISK-BASED THINKING 
Oxebridge has written extensively on the new “risk-based thinking” (RBT) requirements of ISO 9001:2015. We are 
not fond of it, and believe it is a step backwards; however, it is now enshrined in the standard, so there’s nothing 
else that can be done. If you’d like to read a detailed set of articles on implementing risk-based thinking, click 
here. 

For now, the following steps will help you implement risk-based thinking, but the first step requires you to address 
the requirements related to “Context of the Organization” in the ISO 9001 standard. We call this the “COTO 
Exercise.” 

Where the tabs are protected, this is to prevent damaging the underlying formulas. You can turn off protection in 
Excel by going to the top menu, selecting REVIEW and then UNPROTECT SHEET. There is no password. I 
recommend you do not do this, however, as you may break the formulas. You can toggle protection back on by 
going to REVIEW and then PROTECT SHEET and clicking OK. 

Step 1: Customize Lists Tab. Using the included COTO Log, you can customize the Lists tab options. You 
can leave this alone for now and come back later to do this, as the default settings are probably OK. The 
“Lists” tab populates the drop-down lists used in the other tabs. You will eventually want to customize 
your risk threshold, but also the “Cost of Correction” figures in Column M; note that adjusting the figures 
in Column M will automatically reverse-populate Column O (“Cost of Oopportunity”), and you should 
allow that to work. 

Step 2: Interested Parties. Now you’ll move left to right in the COTO Log. Switch to the Parties tab, and 
list the various stakeholders (“interested parties”) who may apply to your organization. We’ve filled in the 
minimum parties (customer, suppliers, etc.) and the rest you can edit as you see fit. This list will then 
populate drop-down lists to be used in the other tabs. For each interested party, indicate whether they 
are “internal” or “external” to your organization, and indicate a reason they would be included on the list.  

Step 3: Issues and Requirements. Switch to the Issues tab, and work left to right to begin identifying 
issues, concerns and requirements related to each interested party.  

You will see that the list of Interested Parties you made in the Parties tab populates the drop-down list in 
Column B of the Issues tab. If you’ve changed any of the entries in the Parties tab, you’ll need to update 
them in the Issues tab Column B. Delete any lines in the Issues tab for any Parties you may have deleted 
in Step 2. 

Start by working on Column C on the Issues tab by entering any issues or requirements you feel the specific 
interested party may have. You must enter at least one issue of concern for each interested party. If you 
can’t think of any issues that affect a given party, then delete that party from the Parties tab; it means 
they aren’t significant to your QMS.  

Again, we have entered a few entries which would represent your minimum entries; you can edit these 
by turning off sheet protection. 

Some parties, like the Customer, will have a lot of entries; others may have only one. 
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In Column E (“Type of Issue”), you will see that the “Type” of issue (Internal or External) merely carries 
over from the Parties tab; if you marked a Party as “Internal,” then their issues are “Internal.” Easy. You 
can leave this column alone. 

Column F (“Bias”) allows you to select whether the issue is predominantly negative, positive, or a mix. For 
issues identified as “negative,” you would treat them as risks; for those identified as “positive,” you would 
treat them as opportunities. For those either “neutral” or “mixed,” you may treat them as both; in other 
words, you would treat negative aspects of that line item as risks, and positive aspects as opportunities. 

Column G (“Treatment Method”) is used to select a risk or opportunity treatment which is best suited to 
address the specific risk or opportunity. For risks, if you decide to use the Risk Register tab to rank and list 
specific risks, or the Opportunity Register to manage opportunities, select “See Appropriate Register” 
from the drop down menu. Not every risk or opportunity is best dealt with via a Register, so be selective. 
Also, be creative… sometimes, a management review, CAR or other simple action is suitable enough to 
address a certain risk. It is likely that most of your risks will be processed in the Risk Register, however. 

The sheet will then sense when you have selected “See Appropriate Register” and begin to populate either 
the Risk Register or Opportunity Register, depending on which bias you selected. If you selected “Mixed,” 
it will populate both registers. 

Step 4: Risk Register. Now move to the Risk Register tab. Column B includes a drop-down list that 
populates automatically based on your entries in the prior tabs so far. Better yet, it only populates with 
those entries you indicated will need entry into the Risk Register. (Those you flagged as “opportunities” 
will later appear in the Opportunity Register instead; those you flagged as “mixed” will appear in both.) 
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So for example: 

What you entered into 
Parties Tab 

What you entered into 
Issues Tab 

Results automatically merge in the  
Risk Register Column B as: 

“Direct Customer” “Expect high quality 
products” 

“Direct Customer: Expect high quality 
products” 

 

For each drop-down entry in Column B you will want to enter at least one specific risk. For many, there 
may be multiple risks related to that issue. For example, the fact the “Direct Customer expects high quality 
products” will likely have multiple specific entries related to many different risks that could cause 
nonconforming product or late delivery. For example: 

 

You should target as many risks as you can think of. It is not unusual for even a small company to have 50-
100 risks identified, and larger companies to have much more. Even if you think the risk is very low, add 
it anyway; it will show you thought of these. 

Once you have Columns B and C finished, you will rank each risk using a modified FMEA approach. Select 
the appropriate response in the remaining columns in order to have the Risk Register calculate a final 
“Risk Factor.” 

The Probability Score is calculated by taking the average of the two columns D and E, unless you selected 
“Cannot Occur” in Column D – then it just defaults to the lowest Probability, and ignores whatever you 
put in Column E (since you are saying it cannot occur at all.) 

 The Consequence Score is calculated from the average of Columns G through L. 

 The Detectability Score is calculated solely from the entry made in Column N. 

 The final Risk Factor is calculated by multiplying Probability X Consequence X Detectability. 

You will see that the final Risk Factor score will turn red or yellow; this is based on the values you set in 
the Lists tab: 

 Anything at or above your Risk Rating Limit will turn red, and require mitigation plan be entered. 
 Anything below at the Risk Consideration Limit, but below the Risk Rating Limit, will turn yellow, 

and mitigation is suggested (but not mandatory.) 
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 Anything below the Risk Consideration Limit will turn grey, and require not action. 

Don’t worry, this is all explained the template kit procedure on Risk and Opportunity Management. 

Step 6: Opportunity Register. Now, enter any opportunities you identified in the Issues tab on the 
Opportunities Log tab. This log does the opposite of the Risk tab: it ranks each opportunity by likelihood 
of achieving the opportunity and the possible benefits in order to highlight which opportunities are worth 
pursuing, and which are worth ignoring. An opportunity with a high cost and low likelihood of success may 
not be worth pursuing, for example.  

Again, work left to right.  

On the Lists tab, you set the Opportunity Limit. Any opportunities below this score will turn grey, and no 
action is necessary. Any opportunities at or above this number will turn green, and require an 
“Opportunity Pursuit Plan,” which is what you intend to do in order to achieve the opportunity. The 
resulting Opportunity Pursuit Plan may be defined right on the log itself, or referenced in some other 
document or record. Finally, once a given opportunity is closed, indicate whether it was achieved or 
abandoned in the final column.  

Step 7: Management Review. Oxebridge recommends reviewing the COTO Log periodically; at least, 
during periodic management reviews, if not more frequently. This is written into the kit’s Management 
Review procedure’s requirements. 
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APPENDIX E: USING ABACRE ADVANCED FIND AND REPLACE (AFR) FOR MS OFFICE 
This step assumes you have already completed your Replacement Matrix.csv file per the instructions in Step One 
on page 3 of this document. 

First, unzip the .ZIP archive you downloaded from Oxebridge to a directory of your choosing. Keep the original .ZIP 
file in case things go bad, and you have to unzip fresh files to replace any that gets corrupted during the Advanced 
Find and Replace (AFR) process. Take note of where you downloaded the files. 

Download the evaluation version of AFR from this link:  www.abacre.com/afr/. Install it on your computer as 
instructed. 

Now shut down all MS Office programs, such as Word and Excel; if these are running, it can hose up the AFR 
process. If you’re sure Office is shut down, then launch AFR. 

From here you have to set the configuration for AFR, which is very simple. First, be sure that “Search In” is selected 
as “Folders”.  

 

Next, be sure the “Mask” is set for MS Office Files: 
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Then, under “Search Path” click “Browse” and location of your downloaded template kit documents. 

 

Now navigate to the “Batch Replace” tab and click the icon for “Import Values from File.” 

 

Select the Replacement Matrix.csv file you customized earlier. This should populate the window below it with 
the search-and-replace values entered in the Replacement Matrix. Your screen should now look something like 
this: 
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Now click the options for “Case Sensitive” and “Whole Word Only.” Be sure to keep the option for “Confirm 
before replace” unchecked. 

 

Now click “Execute” to run the job. 

 

Most important: wait. This program is doing a lot of work behind the scenes, and replacing the entire set of 
Oxebridge documents can take as long as one hour or more. Go get coffee, post on the O-Forum, or watch every 
episode of Game of Thrones. Don’t sweat it, it’s working, and you can tell because a “Pause” button will appear. 
When the job is complete, you will see the “Pause” button disappear. 

If all goes well, the downloaded files will all have your customized text inserted.  

We do not provide support for AFR. If you need help with it, you must contact Abacre support, not us! 
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APPENDIX F: USING GOOGLE DOCS AND BULK DOCS FIND & REPLACE 
Go to your Google Drive page. At the top right, click your Apps icon and select “More from GSuite Marketplace.” 

 

Search for “Bulk Docs Find & Replace.”  

 

Install this. You will have to buy the licensed version in order to convert more than one document. Oxebirdge does 
not make money on this, and the money only goes to the developer of the BDFR software. 

Installing BDFR will automatically create a folder in your drive called “BDFR Folder.” 

Download the latest Oxebridge Template kit, if you haven’t already. Create a folder in Google Drive for your 
template kit documents. 

In Google Drive, select the Settings icon, and ensure the option to “Convert uploaded files to Google Docs format” 
is checked. 
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Upload all the files from the Oxebridge kit to your Google Drive folder.  

Using Google Sheets, edit the template kit’s Replacement Matrix file. Fill in your company’s data in Column B only. 
(Column C includes some suggestions to help.) You are only completing Column B! Save as a Google Sheets file in 
the BDFR Folder. Close the file. 

Go to Google Docs, open any of the kit files in your Google Drive folder. 

On toolbar, select ADD-ONS and run the Bulk Doc Find and Replace add-on by clicking START. 
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Skip step 1 indicated in BDFR. Go directly to Step 2 and select the Replacement Matrix sheet you created in Google 
Sheets.  

For Step 3, select the files or folder containing the original Kit documents. Be sure to click the option for CASE 
SENSITIVE. 

 

Run the BDFR plugin by pressing “Finish.” This may take about 10 minutes to convert all the document. 

NOTE: BDFR will only work on the Word/Google Docs files, not the Excel/Google Sheets spreadsheets or 
PowerPoint/Google Slides presentation files; these will be manually customized later. 

Click where shown to access the converted documents. 

 

NOTE: the original documents were created in MS Office, so some may not fully convert formatting to Google Docs. 
You can expect to do some minor tweaking. 
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G: POPULATING YOUR INTERNAL AUDIT CHECKLISTS 
This kit includes a blank internal audit checklist form. If you adopt the Oxebridge process-based auditing 
approach, this can be useful. Please be aware that the Oxebridge approach is not mandatory, nor required by 
ISO 9001. It is merely our suggested way to develop a robust internal audit program that audits by processes. 

To execute the Oxebridge auditing method, you would have first have to have identified your top-level 
processes, as part of Clause 4.4 of the ISO 9001 standard and Appendix B above. Once that is done, you should 
have a list of these processes. You will then make one checklist for each of those processes; if you have 
identified ten top-level processes, when you are done you will have ten separate audit checklists. 

Next, be sure to complete Table 1 in the template Internal Auditing procedure (the file named Procedure - 
Internal Auditing.docx.) That table prompts you to assign each of the ISO 9001 clauses to at least one of your 
processes. Note that some ISO 9001 clauses may be assigned to more than one process, and that’s fine. You just 
must be sure not to forget any of the clauses, except for those you have excluded as “not applicable” to your 
QMS. 

Starting with your first identified process, take the blank Internal Audit Report (the file named Form - Internal 
Audit Report (BLANK).docx), and begin to customize it for that process. In Step One of the form, add the name of 
the process and the applicable ISO 9001 clauses, copying those from Table 1 of your Internal Audit procedure.  

Next, move to Step Three of the Internal Audit Report form; here you will populate the form with ISO 9001 
questions related only to the clauses you identified in Step One. Inside the Kit, find the document “ISO 9001 
Audit Checklist in Human English.docx.” As implied by the title, this document presents checklist questions for 
each ISO 9001 clause, but “translates” them into language that you can use without a lawyer, and reflecting the 
Oxebridge kit methods. Using this document, copy and paste the checklist questions related to the clauses you 
identified in Step One of the audit form into the checklist section in Step three of the audit form.  

It is highly recommended you then go in and customize these questions aggressively, to ensure they align with 
your particular QMS requirements. But this will at least get you started. 

Now do the same for each of your other processes. When done, you should have one checklist for each of the 
processes identified in your QMS, and each of these will have all the related ISO 9001 clauses converted into 
questions on the appropriate checklists. 

Please note: the “Human English” checklist questions do not necessarily address every separate ISO 9001 clause 
or bullet point, but do cover each of the ISO 9001 clauses in some fashion or another. It is not a requirement to 
audit the clauses verbatim, and you are allowed to paraphrase, summarize, humanize or otherwise make the   
questions fit your will. As a result, you will not see a single question for every ISO 9001 clause bullet point or 
every exact word used in the standard. That is OK.  Copying the questions directly from ISO 9001 runs the risk of 
copyright infringement anyway, so it’s something you want to avoid. 
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Finally, I recommend keeping one extra “blank” version of the Internal Audit Report, without any questions filled 
in, in case you want to use it for an audit of something other than a process. Perhaps you will audit a specific 
production line, or use it for safety or environmental auditing. Keeping a blank version is a good idea. 

And finally, you may want to treat each of the checklists as a separate document, under its own revision. I 
recommend against this, but it gets complicated and requires a heady, existential conversation best done in 
person. As a result, if you have ten checklists, you may have ten different versions of the form, and you can treat 
each one as a separate document. That’s fine.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Free support at The O-Forum 

Paid support direct from Oxebridge 

Free near-real-time support on Slack 
  

NEED HELP? 
We told you template kits 

suck.  But you’ve probably 
saved yourself a lot of 

consulting headaches, and 
certainly a lot of money. After 

all, Oxebridge didn’t charge 
you a dime for this stuff. 

So if you’re stuck, now you have a choice… pay one of those 
ripoff template peddlers a few grand for their set of 
documents, or have us help inch you over the finish line.  
Hey, we got you this far.  Here are your options: 

North America (USA): 863-651-3750 
South America (PERU): 011-511-953-710-915 

www.oxebridge.com  



 

 
 

 

Introducing a BETTER quality 
management system standard 

Frustrated with ISO 9001, we started from scratch and 
made our own QMS standard, Oxebridge Q001.  

Oxebridge Q001 is easier to understand, easier to implement, and far 
easier to audit. Implementing Q001 also ensure near total simultaneous 

compliance with ISO 9001, so you can still get certified.  

Better yet, Oxebridge is launching a Q001 Certification Program, which 
will allow accredited bodies to issue official Oxebridge Q001 certificates 

based on a radical new, three-tiered “verification & validation” model that 
goes far beyond a mere pass-fail certificate. 

And the Oxebridge Q001 standard is totally free. 

To learn more, visit www.oxebridge.com/certification. 



 

 
 

 

  

Meet Ray Battersby, your 
new ISO 9001 auditor… 
Oxebridge launches the world’s first recurring 
comic strip about the ISO auditor from hell.  

Check in regularly to keep up with the 
latest adventures of Ray and his 
beleaguered audit clients.  

www.oxebridge.com/the-auditor 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Get the world’s first book on 
implementing ISO 9001 that 

comes with an adult language 
warning! 

Christopher Paris, the author of 
EYESORE 9000 tears the authors of 
ISO 9001:2015 a new blowhole by 
exposing the cowardice and politics 
behind the development of the 
latest international QMS standard.  
Then, since some idiot customer of 
yours is probably forcing you to 
adopt it anyway, Paris gives 
practical, real world advice on how 
to implement it without driving 
yourself completely insane. 

#*@! 

ORDER IT ONLINE NOW!  
www.survivingiso9001.com 


